16 Apr  Florent Brient (CRNM, Toulouse)  
*Tropical marine stratocumulus and their influence on the climate system*

23 Apr  No Seminar

30 April  Chris Lintott (University of Oxford)  
*Tales from the Zooniverse*

8 May  Adam Scaife (Met Office)  
*A signal to noise paradox in climate science*

(Tuesday 1pm)

14 May  Andrew Ross (University of Leeds)  
*Forest canopy flows over hilly, heterogeneous terrain - theory and experiments*

21 May  Jean-Paul Vanderlinden (CEARC, Paris)  
*Transdisciplinary climate studies: experimenting localized integrated art-science-policy approaches to knowledge production, sharing, and use*

29 May  Peer Nowack (Imperial College London)  
*Exploring uncertainty factors in climate sensitivity studies: From atmospheric chemistry to machine learning*

(Tuesday 1pm)

4 Jun  Olivia Martius (University of Bern)  
*Recent hail research in Switzerland - the challenges and delights of complex orography and crowdsourced data*

11 Jun  Piers Forster (University of Leeds)  
*TBA*

(Extra seminar)

For additional information see: [https://research.reading.ac.uk/meteorology/seminars/](https://research.reading.ac.uk/meteorology/seminars/)

Contact: Paulo Ceppi (p.ceppi@reading.ac.uk).

Mondays at 12:00  
Sutcliffe Lecture Theatre – GU01